For better or worse, science and technology are both deeply entangled in “social progress.” This is the case equally in discourse and practice around the world. In areas such as health, wealth, energy, mobility, and communications, it is widely recognized that remarkable historical improvements— at least for some— all owe much to science and technology. However, it is equally important to acknowledge that not all consequences of research and innovation are positive. Nor do any benefits unfold automatically—especially if they are to be fairly distributed.

For instance, few would argue that new forms of tax avoidance, covert state or corporate surveillance,1 or weapons of mass destruction constitute positive applications of science and technology. Yet, many of these are highly active areas in contemporary innovation. Indeed, it is currently the case that the single largest global area for public investment in science and technology lies in military- and security-related applications.2
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In this context, good governance of progress is not just about maintaining a balance between social gains and inherent risks in any given pathway for advance. It is more a question of the direction in which progress is seen—and incentivized—to unfold. The dimensions and uncertainties raised in this challenge are a matter for technical expertise as well as social values and political judgments. When research and innovation pathways are driven and steered only by narrow academic, commercial, or governmental interests, the results will tend to sideline less-privileged perspectives. Yet it is often the case that some of the most significant re-orientations in the directions taken by science and technology have been due not to orderly “evidence-based,” top-down policy debates, but to more unruly waves of bottom-up collective action by social movements. For instance, it is difficult to envisage the formative advent of nineteenth century urban sewerage systems without the driving energy of social mobilization and
Victorian philanthropism. Nor are the enormous late twentieth-century gains in healthcare credibly explained without reference to the enabling effects of political pressures for welfare states. The currently burgeoning forms of renewable energy, sustainable agriculture and ecological production were likewise all pioneered by marginalized activist organizations—often strongly opposed by institutions associated with mainstream science and technology. The rising interest in the importance of social and grassroots innovation as a means to help achieve social progress is informed by a current appreciation for the depth and extent of these real drivers of progressive directions for research and innovation.

Figure 2. Repower Balcombe, an example of sustainable production pioneered by community and activist organizations in the English village of Balcombe. (Source: [cc] tentenuk on Flickr.)

Another factor that shapes the ability of science and technology to assist or obstruct social progress in any given area is the allocation of resources in support of various research and innovation pathways. Again—although typically treated as a matter only for expertise—there are strong political and social dimensions to this. A host of economic and institutional strategies determine investment for innovation across
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areas as diverse as agriculture, pharmaceuticals, energy, and materials, many of which are divorced from any direct measure of social progress. Indeed, the principal incentives bearing on existing research and innovation systems typically arise from pressures to maximize private returns on investment. Even publicly funded research tends to be strongly disciplined by prospects for onward commercialization. In addition, it is often surprisingly difficult even to obtain clear information on the overall balance of resources allocated to alternative pathways, let alone subject them to democratic oversight or accountability.6

So innovation activity in most countries tends to be concentrated disproportionately around commercial considerations—appropriating value in associated supply chains or increasing market share across mutually interdependent products—rather than focusing directly on wider human wellbeing.7 Innovations which do not seem as likely to offer the prospect of such private benefits are typically much less enthusiastically developed. While open-source innovation, distributed social practices, or preventive health behavior may often be more effective at realizing social progress in any given area,8 typically these will be disfavored by a preference for scientific and technological advances that better enable the securing of private benefits.

However social progress is construed, then, there are no guarantees that the interests and incentive structures operating in scientific research or technological innovation systems will parallel the challenges and opportunities prioritized in the wider society. Those who are already most marginalized and vulnerable in society at large are typically most excluded in innovation, as well. This is not simply a reflection of the market failing to mobilize commercial cultures and incentives to address wider social needs. It also indicates a failure in governance. For example, the fact that public sector efforts in research and innovation are so preoccupied with military and security technologies shows governance failures to be much wider than those of the market.9
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Of course, fortunate occurrences of “spin-off”—where technologies pursued for one purpose yield benefits in some contrasting area—may to some extent mitigate the effects of this innovation–society mismatch. But, even spin-off applications can bear indelible imprints of their original driving values—as with “lock-in” around military priorities in design traditions for civil nuclear power. All in all, there can be no denying that efforts to realize social progress through science and technology can experience serious divergences between the private incentives operating in research and innovation and wider ideas of the public good.

There are many reasons, then, to challenge the notion of any simple relationship between technological change and wider social progress. Without the right kinds of cultures, institutions, and political economies, it is not possible for the most socially progressive innovations to develop in the first place, nor to be prioritized or to diffuse or advance in the required ways. The potential of science and technology to help realize social progress remains enormous. However, for this to happen it is essential to ensure appropriate incentives and encourage clarity, transparency, and accountability.

This is why it is so unfortunate that policy debates around the world overwhelmingly view the formative relation between technology and society in a one-track fashion. It is assumed that each emerging innovation will usher in a wave of apparently necessary forms of onward adaptation in social organizations, behaviors, politics, and cultures, rather than the other way around. It is striking how political imaginations are constrained by conventional debates. In areas such as energy, chemicals, or biotechnology, for example, the choices for innovation are restricted to the balancing of “risk” and “benefit” in some singular and supposedly inevitable direction for advance. Too often, the issues are reduced simplistically to a spectrum from “forging ahead” to “falling behind,” as if the direction were predetermined or self-evident. Aims at fair distribution are restricted more to hopes of “trickle down” than the characters of the innovations themselves.

With policy “road maps” typically featuring only a single “way forward,” policy debates in supposedly democratic settings can become shockingly circumscribed. It is
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this kind of language and constrained imagination that can leave research and innovation of particular kinds effectively unquestioned and unaccountable, making them highly vulnerable to narrow incumbent interests, rather than allowing them to be driven effectively by wider imperatives of social progress.

With futures increasingly conceived in these terms, debates over science and technology also become preoccupied with competitive pressures merely to “accelerate” emerging and converging trajectories for advancement, rather than “steering” them. As anxieties grow over the implications of ever more competitive modes of globalization, these visions of social progress that are driven disproportionately by science and technology are intensifying. Meanwhile, governments and businesses around the world increasingly emphasize the driving roles of science and technology, asserting the importance of developing “population innovation readiness” for “knowledge societies,” and “pro-innovation policies.”

What is striking about this language is its lack of reference to exactly which kinds of science, technology, or innovation it is intended to favor, and which to discourage, in any given area.
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It is these attitudes from governments and businesses that encourage the routine branding of public reactions to a particular technology, such as GM crops or nuclear power, as “anti-science,” as if such responses represented an indiscriminate opposition to science in general.\(^{12}\) This, again, entirely excludes the actuality that science and technology, like other kinds of institutional change, are branching evolutionary processes rather than a one-track race.\(^{13}\) Just as market competition is held to favor the maximizing of economic performance, so political contestation in democratic societies might ideally help to steer the trajectories for science and technology in the most socially desirable directions. In this light, all the language and apparatus summarized here around supposedly generally “pro-innovation policies” or indiscriminately “anti-science” public reactions (the back and forth of “forging ahead” and “falling behind”) are not only deeply irrational and misleading, but actively serve to undermine this democratic process of steering.\(^{14}\)
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Despite their uneven and contingent success, research and innovation are typically characterized as primary drivers of progress. Rather than being recognized as a choice among plural directions across multiple dimensions, research, and innovation are reduced to a single one-track race. Scope for debate is thus restricted merely to queries over “how much?”, “how fast?”, or “what risk?”. Crucial questions are neglected over “which way?”, “who says?”, and “why?” This seriously suppresses scope for democratic struggle and mature political deliberation over both the speed and the direction of social progress.

Uneven progress on the environment

One area where we encounter these challenges head-on is in addressing urgent concerns about the environment. Indeed, one of the most striking features of world politics over the past half century has been the rising salience of such issues. Initially driven by grassroots environmental and other social movements, environmental challenges now form the single most voluminous arena for international law. With the Earth itself knowing no borders (unlike the formal structures of international political orders), pressures for improved international environmental governance have been major drivers of institutional regimes constituting wider globalization.

Social, economic, and political processes intersect and influence environmental processes. Economic and political justice are inextricable from environmental justice. As formally recognized in current global “Sustainable Development Goals,” inequalities of any kind (including those based on class, gender, ethnicity, or citizenship), are antithetical to sustainability. Yet by the mid-2000s, the United States and Canada (for instance), with only five per cent of the global population, accounted for 27 percent of global oil consumption—and associated pollution. Per capita emissions within regions
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are also extremely variable: North America produces 20 tons of carbon dioxide per person per year; Europe about 8 tons; Africa 1 ton.  

Figure 4. Per capita carbon dioxide emissions, 2016.

Although worldwide debates over the environment are now dominated by the imperative to halt anthropogenic global climate change, human assaults on nature also take many other forms, threatening similarly uncertain but possibly catastrophic consequences. Climate disruption and sea level rise are joined by chemical contamination, accumulating toxic wastes, atmospheric pollution, ecological destruction, soil erosion, population growth, urban spread, resource depletion food insecurity, water deprivation, ocean acidification, landscape degradation, novel pandemic risks,
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antimicrobial resistance, food-borne diseases, nuclear accidents, ionizing radiation, genetic interference, weapons of mass destruction, disruption of global material cycles, and direct forms of oppression of other living beings. All of these represent distinctive environmental challenges across various definitions of social progress. The grave intensity of each of these human impacts combines in a potentially exponential “perfect storm” of cumulative interactions.

As with other aspects of social progress, however, the general problems are easier to discern than their associated appropriate responses. Despite many divergent views regarding the implications, magnitude, distributions, and urgency of environmental challenges, convergence toward technology-fix solutions is evident. One example of “technocratic environmentalism” is the view of many economists that a suite of technical tax and subsidy policies could incentivize sufficient environmentally respectful behavior to effectively deal with most environmental problems. A more radical technocratic view, associated with analyses of the advent of a supposed new “Anthropocene” geological epoch signaling “human dominion,” calls for intensified attempts at control over the Earth—involving “management” of “planetary control variables.” In such views, “progress” becomes exemplified by new global institutions and infrastructures such as those argued to be required for “climate geoengineering” in order to address global warming. Increasingly, the emphasized gravity and urgency of environmental challenges are held to demand moves towards new forms of
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“environmental authoritarianism,”26 under which democracy is openly dismissed as a “luxury” that should be “put on hold.”27

Figure 5. Cockpitism and new forms of environmental authoritarianism dismiss democracy as a luxury that should be put on hold. (Source: [cc] Defence Images on Flickr.)

Under an alternative perspective, however, it is exactly these kinds of “fallacies of control” and associated “cockpitism” that constitute the core of the problem.28 Alongside other more human forms of exploitation, environmental destruction can in this sense be seen as a symptom of powerful interests and privileged groups being insulated from the consequences of their exploitative practices.29 In this view, the task of reversing adverse impacts on vulnerable natural environments presents effectively the same political challenge as resistance to more exclusively human forms of oppression.

In this analysis, social progress is best realized not by concentration of power in vertical global structures for planetary control, but by the reinforcing of mutualistic horizontal relations of solidarity, under which people in more equal societies are

incentivized to exercise greater care not only for each other, but also for the environments in which all live.30
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